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Reviewer’s report:

There is much that has improved in this revision. The reviewers' suggestions appear to have been taken literally and changes made. Some misplacement of material remains, and the results section could use substantial strengthening. Copy-editing would be very helpful. Details below:

Abstract: OK, lines 7-9 still unclear as to what how ethics is understood here but these and other revisions are helpful. Needs minor copy-editing.

Background: find a substitute word for "unprecedented" (don't use twice in rapid succession). Suggestion: Line 36 "...that is increasingly complex."

Lines 56-80 - this material is helpful.

Line 71-75, discusses medical school curriculum - this is a new topic, and needs a new paragraph if it is to be included at all (it does not add much substance to the discussion - in my view it could be deleted.). Line 75-80 belong in the preceding paragraph.

Lines 259-262 may also belong in the background section - move from discussion.

Methods: This section is much better with the revisions.

Line 105, the description of the survey, needs a new paragraph. Add the number and type of questions in each section. Copy edit.

Results: This is the weakest section. While the tables are helpful, this discussion needs narrative explanations of what data in the tables represent.

Clarify again that these are medical students in a medical school. Go through the data by sections. Lines 134-136 = demographic data (is this all you have?).

Lines 136-144 discusses Part two of the survey. These questions were about "views on ethics education and ethical dilemmas." Describe the kinds of questions asked and how they were answered.

Lines 144-149 summarize Part 3 (I think, it is not clear)
Lines 149-152 summarize part 4. (I think)

For each of the above sections, restate how many and what kinds of questions were being asked, and the main themes represented in responses. The weakness of this section as is prevent me from recommending publication until it is clarified and developed.

Discussion: Generally good material

Lines 163-165 would also be better placed in the Background section.

Line 171-174 belongs in the Results section. Doesn't make any sense here - we have not heard about this "State Chapter" etc.

Lines 176-188 is also background information.

Lines 15/223-23/227 - these observations call for some mention of how professionalism and ethics can overlap, perhaps mention this also in the Introduction section.

This is a good study and deserves publication, however attention to terms, clarification of results, and organization are still not quite what they need to be. I recommend an editor to help with writing and organizations if that is possible.
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